
“Very professional, focused and
accurate. Simon is an expert
with a 100% success rate.”  
Jean-Georges Fisher - General Manager, FRS Consulting



THE CLIENT

THE R&D TAX RELIEF SERVICE

FRS Consulting is based in Paris, France and specialises in supporting small and medium sized
businesses to finance innovation.

They help businesses to build a personalised strategy and gain from funding and other financial
mechanisms such as research and development tax relief.   www.frsconsulting.fr

When FRS Consulting has French companies with R&D operations in the UK, they utilise the services
of Simon Bulteel at Cooden Tax Consulting for research and development tax relief claims.

Simon primarily operates a white label service for FRS Consulting, but is also referred directly
to clients as required.

THE SOLUTION
Jean-Georges Fisher, General Manager at FRS Consulting said “we are more than satisfied with
Simon’s performance on the projects that he leads in the UK. He is very professional and has a real
expertise in the scientific and pharmaceutical sector.” 

Cooden Tax Consulting undertake all the research at their own risk. There is a no claim, no
fee arrangement.  

Jean-Georges added “Simon shares our philosophy of doing a very accurate job for our clients.”

        THE £311k SAVING
Since 2013 FRS Consulting’s clinical research clients have benefited from a total of £311k of
R&D tax relief savings.  

There has been a 100% success rate with claims submitted to the HMRC.

Simon Bulteel commented “Jean-Georges and the team at FRS are the reason I set up
Cooden Tax Consulting. I met them in a former career when they helped a French subsidiary of a
global business I was working for to claim the French R&D tax relief. When they had a UK-based
clinical research organisation approach them to register in France, they recommended that they
should be claiming UK R&D Tax Relief. FRS asked me to go and meet them and, as they say, 
the rest is history.”
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